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Newmont Mining Monthly chart 

 

Chart Analysis: looking at the monthly chart and therefore on a longer term than usual it is possible to note 
how Newmont Mining (ticker: NEM) in the last 20 years is inserted in a fairly big sideways channel.  From 
2009 then the stock is moving upwards in a perfect channel: such channel is formed using  a set of  
regression trend lines. 

Short term trading will be going long at the low part of the regression channel and to sell or go short on the 
higher part. 

The upper purple line represents the highest and oldest resistance that NEM has, which is the 60 usd 
threshold. Recently such resistance has been finally violated and after a period of accumulation it seems 
that the stock is ready to move to its new possible highest target which is found by moving the width of the 
previous channel (yellow line) on top of the 60 usd resistance, getting a 90 usd target. 

This may very well be as historically the stock has a track record of “living inside channels”: previous 
examples are the 13 usd to 30 usd channel and from 30 usd to 60 usd channel (recently broken). 
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Candlestick analysis: looking at single monthly candles and specifically the last three it can be noted that 
the stock is moving sideways with no clear direction. The stock broke the upper Bollinger band which can 
be a bullish signal, since it could mean that a band surf (using a term by Bollinger himself) could start: 
however at that point the stock has been rejected fiercely moving the price even below the 60 usd level. 

The recent red monthly candle could mean that further down movement could be possible and therefore 
extra care is needed when trading this stock, especially keeping an eye on that candle’s low is a must, since 
if such low will be broken, it would confirm the bearish trend recently materialized. 

Conclusions: on monthly chart the bullish trend is still intact and ready to go beyond recent historical highs 
but at this moment a pull back could be in sight and therefore more short term weakness could be 
expected. 

 

Daily chart: 

 

 

Quite different the daily chart from the monthly one. From the historical highs the stock is now inserted in 
a bearish channel formed here as well by a set of regression trend lines and that the recent breaking of the 
lower part of this channel has produced a violent pull back upward which materialized with also a gap up. 

In the very short term the bullish set up should continue up to a 65 usd target. However at this stage the 
movement can only be labeled as a pull back and not a resuming of the previous bullish trend. 

In addition the behave of the stock in the recent months produced a bearish head and shoulder which I 
highlighted with purple lines. 
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Interesting and vital for those who are deciding to go long on this stock, is that the price just recently broke 
the neckline of such head and shoulder, giving the final signal that such bearish set up is now confirmed. 

Usually in the head and shoulder formation, once the neckline is violated the price tends to go back to the 
neckline (testing of previous support) before resuming its bearish or bullish trend. 

Right now it’s what the stock is doing, and a possible bearish target for the stock is the transposition of the 
width of the distance between the head and the neckline, in this case the 52 usd level. 

Such level is by no mistake, a sensible level, as it can be seen from the chart. 

Conclusions: bearish trend with a 52 usd target. Such trend is negated if prices will go beyond the 65 usd 
level. 
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Useful Links: 
 
European Central Bank:                                     www.ecb.int 
Bank for International Settlements:                 www.bis.org 
International Monetary Fund:                          www.imf.org 
Federal Reserve:                             www.federalreserve.gov 
US CFTC                                                           www.cftc.gov 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer 
Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise 
constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information  purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any 
securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the 
information contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the report. The writer does not undertake that investors 
will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks and investors should exercise prudence in making 
their investment decisions. The report should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The 
value of any investment or income may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. Any opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice.  
The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading 
in these instruments is considered risky. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report. For 
investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, investors should contact their local sales representative. Any prices stated in this report are for information purposes only and do not represent 
valuations for individual securities or other instruments.  


